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Ordinary scenes from Japanese life take on a captivating charm in these 30 postcards.

"Barbara Hallman Kissinger s tribute to all things Christmas
could become your family s yearly reference." -- Beaumont Enterprise"Lots of wonderful old
paper treasures of the Victorian era into the 20th century are captured in [this] yuletide volume."
-- --The Auction Exchange and Collectors News"This is a very lovely book, loaded with
information on the international origins of our modern Christmas traditions." -- --WTBF AM 970,
FM 94.70 Troy, Alabama"When the demands of Christmas overwhelm, visit  Christmas Past ,
Barbara Hallman Kissinger s exploration into the history of Christmas traditions." -- --Ron
Berthel, Associated Press"[Includes] an amazing array of vintage Christmas postcards. . .
interspersed with the lavish and compelling holiday illustrations are brief histories..." -- --Country
Pleasures magazineFrom the PublisherGift book full of Yuletide history.From the Inside
FlapChristmas Past contains an unforgettable collection of nostalgic images and entertaining
lore celebrating the many ways of commemorating the birth of the Christ child.More than two
hundred colorful illustrations, dating from the Victorian age through the early-twentieth century,
portray Christmas traditions of years gone by. The beautiful artwork, which originally appeared in
magazines, newspapers, advertisements, and greeting cards from across the United States and
Europe, recalls the wholesome holidays of simpler times.Accompanying these fantastic images
is a text full of holiday history. Author and Christmas historian Barbara Hallman Kissinger
explores the long-ago origins of the Christian world's most celebrated holiday, from the Norse
tradition of the Yule month to the story of the real St. Nicholas. She also includes the many
fascinating variations of gift-giving, tree-decorating, and carol-singing traditions practiced by
families across Europe.Nostalgic images of angels, St. Lucia, Yule logs, and wassailing are only
some of the treasures selected from the more than thirteen hundred items in the author's own
collection of vintage Christmas books and ephemera.Barbara Hallman Kissinger, a resident of
Burlington, Iowa, has had a long career in the crafts and collectibles field. She designed and
marketed her own line of wooden folk-art Santas that were sold in thirty states. Other design
projects include embroidery patterns for VSM Sewing, Inc. and wooden craft items for Better
Homes and Gardens. In addition to researching and collecting materials about the history of
Christmas, Ms. Kissinger, dressed as Mrs. Claus, has also given holiday presentations to
schoolchildren.From the Back CoverChristmas Past contains an unforgettable collection of
nostalgic images and entertaining lore celebrating the many ways of commemorating the birth of
the Christ child.More than two hundred colorful illustrations, dating from the Victorian age
through the early-twentieth century, portray Christmas traditions of years gone by. The beautiful
artwork, which originally appeared in magazines, newspapers, advertisements, and greeting



cards from across the United States and Europe, recalls the wholesome holidays of simpler
times.Accompanying these fantastic images is a text full of holiday history. Author and Christmas
historian Barbara Hallman Kissinger explores the long-ago origins of the Christian world's most
celebrated holiday, from the Norse tradition of the Yule month to the story of the real St.
Nicholas. She also includes the many fascinating variations of gift-giving, tree-decorating, and
carol-singing traditions practiced by families across Europe.Nostalgic images of angels, St.
Lucia, Yule logs, and wassailing are only some of the treasures selected from the more than
thirteen hundred items in the author's own collection of vintage Christmas books and
ephemera.Barbara Hallman Kissinger, a resident of Burlington, Iowa, has had a long career in
the crafts and collectibles field. She designed and marketed her own line of wooden folk-art
Santas that were sold in thirty states. Other design projects include embroidery patterns for VSM
Sewing, Inc. and wooden craft items for Better Homes and Gardens. In addition to researching
and collecting materials about the history of Christmas, Ms. Kissinger, dressed as Mrs. Claus,
has also given holiday presentations to schoolchildren.About the AuthorBarbara Hallman
Kissinger, a resident of Burlington, Iowa, has had a long career in the crafts and collectibles
field, in particular, those relating to Christmas. She designed and marketed her own line of
wooden folk-art Santas that were sold in thirty states. Her other design projects include
embroidery patterns for VSM Sewing, Inc. and wooden craft items for Better Homes and
Gardens . In addition to researching and collecting materials about the history of Christmas, Ms.
Kissinger, dressed as Mrs. Claus, has given holiday presentations to schoolchildren. She is also
the author of Christmas Past, published by Pelican.Read more
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pamela, “Delightful book. Loved the illustrations and the hand writingI ordered a second one for
my granddaughter since we’re going to Japan in July!”

I read cookbooks for fun, “Great gift for artists and/or people gaga over Japan. I didn't expect
much for under $9, but what an enchanting postcard book. It's packaged nicely, like a little
postcard book within casing, and the postcards themselves feel thicker than regular postcards.
They almost feel like two normal postcards glued together.I'm not going to lie, I don't intensely
love every single piece of the art, but let's be honest, when does that ever happen? There are 30
postcards here. I like enough. Some I like less than others. I don't hate any of it, so I think that's
positive.You can see some examples of the postcard artwork in the Amazon preview. (You can
see more examples of this kind of artwork in the preview for the book "A Year in Japan" by the
same author, Kate T. Williamson.) I really like the style. If you are wanting to find a gift for an
artist, I think this product would be inspiring to them. I bet most artists would see this and want to
go out and create their own version.I also think this would be great for those people who just
can't get enough of Japan, although maybe you want to pair it with the book that it goes with?
This is just a guess. I don't own the book, but I know the postcards aren't labeled with individual
descriptions so pairing it with the book would probably make the images more meaningful.”

Kate, “Very happy!. These postcards are really cute! I had a large, 24 picture wall frame that had
sat empty for quite a few years given I'm not really one to take pictures, so I decided I wanted to
put something in it to remind me of Japan and quickly found this postcard book. After seeing a
few examples I thought it would be perfect. Upon receiving the cards I quickly choose which out
of the 30 I wanted in my frame and the final setup was awesome! The postcards themselves are
a bit bigger than 4x6 pictures and have rounded corners, most of them are horizontal pictures
with only few being vertical oriented artwork; all the ones that don't take up a full page have a
white background. I'd definitely recommend these cards whether for a cute display or to actually
send out (the cardstock seems quite sturdy) as they are cute and fun!”

Nessy, “and the postcards are good quality card stock. This book has some very cute images,
and the postcards are good quality card stock. The backs are not glossy and very easy to write
on, and my heavy flow ink pen didn't bleed across or through the paper. The cards removed
easily from the book, were not misshapen by the force required to remove them from the book,
and removed cleanly. You can't tell that they were originally in a postcard book. If you're looking
for very complex drawings, you will be disappointed by some of these cards. If you aren't familiar
with the whole concept that led to these postcards, you might want to look at samples of Kate
Williamson's original book before buying these. That being said, I was personally pleased with
all but one of them (which my son loved and hung on his wall) and would buy this book again.”



Jillian Sara, “Wonderful Gift. I received this as a gift when I was younger and I loved it so much
that I bought it as a gift for my friend, who sits next to me in our Japanese class. Wonderful gift
for lovers of Japan and Japanese culture.”

Ebook Library Reader, “What a charming, beautiful, fun little book! Beautifully printed and a
pleasure to hold in your hands, read, and enjoy.. Found this book in a thrift shop, bought it
because it looked pretty, and thoroughly enjoyed reading it. The artwork is so charming, and the
Japanese culture covers areas we haven't seen anywhere else. We intended to send it on to our
Japan-obsessed Navy daughter, but we loved it so much we had to buy her another copy so we
could keep ours. Please do buy this. Kate T. Williamson is entertaining and I'll be looking
forward to reading her books in the future.”

Corinne, “Beautiful illustrated book about Japan.. There is beauty in the ordinary, and this book
brings spare, lovely watercolors and Western eyes to Japanese culture. The book's illustrations
keep the viewer's attention, and the text adds understanding and appreciation of Japan by
focusing on small beauties and the details of everyday life.”

Sue Cornwall, “Amazing book. One of the best books I’ve ever owned and read. I read it in one
day, although I have read it again 3 times so far. So much information about Everyday Japanese
culture and the illustrations were absolutely brilliant.”

Ms. Jessica C. Hicks, “Beautiful pictures. Highly recommended.. This is a really lovely set of
postcards and every one is individual and unique. I have been using them to write letters, but I'm
finding it hard to part with them!! Many of them have little snippets of information on the picture
about Japanese culture.Highly recommended and would also make an excellent present.”

A. GLEW, “great quality with lots of postcards. I wasnt familiar with the artists work before buying
this postcard book, but I was really pleased with it when it arrived. the quality of the postcards
are excellent, and the quality of the print is also brilliant and clear.”

Jennifer, “Nice postcards. I really like some of these postcards. The paper is good quality and
thick. I am looking forward to sending some of these to friends.”

The book by Ann Israel has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 126 people have provided feedback.
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